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TYPES OF SOIL

The mineral substance of the soil consists of stones, gravel and fine soil. Fine soil is sand, silt and 

clay. The composition of the fine soil determines the types of soil.
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TYPES OF SOIL
● Features humus loam soil

The humus loam soil is composed of clay minerals and about equal amounts of sand and stones. It has a humus 

content of 4-5 percent. Depending on the clay content, it is rough and feels more or less sticky.

● Features sandy soil

The gray-brown sandy soil is rough. The individual grains are clearly visible and palpable. It is friable when wet, to 

flowing when wet. The sandy soil is not kneadable and not plastic.

● Features clay soil

The light brown to gray clay soil is very kneadable and sticky when wet. In dry condition, the clay soil is hard and 

difficult to work. It compacts quickly.

● Soil activity humic loam soil

The humus loam soil is an active soil, its activity is very high. All the soil life can develop optimally, which is very 

important for the build-up of humus and also promotes soil fertility. The humus loam soil is the ideal garden soil.
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HUMMUS

Humus is organic material that has been decomposed and transformed by soil organisms and

microorganisms. It consists mainly of carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, phosphorus and sulfur.

In the soil, humus is constantly being broken down, transformed and built up. Directly at the surface,

the soil usually contains the highest proportion of humus. Humus can bind and store water and

nutrients. It is therefore a prerequisite for sustainable soil fertility.

If you want to build up humus, you must add more organic matter to the soil than is naturally broken

down (humus balancing). Humus building can be done by the following methods:

• Incorporating compost or manure into the soil.

• Mulching: Covering the soil with organic material

• Green manuring.
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MULCHING
Mulching refers to covering the soil with non-decomposed organic material (mulch). This involves covering the soil 

between cultivated plants with mulch such as straw, crop residues, leaves, grass or similar. This can be achieved:

Soil protection: The mulch material protects the soil from drying out and erosion, retains heat in the soil, but also 

protects against overheating. In spring, the mulch material can make it take longer for the soil to warm up.

Nutrient input: the mulch material gradually decomposes (composts). This makes nutrients available on an             

ongoing basis.

Prevents the growth of weeds: If the soil is covered, light deprivation can make it harder for undesirable plants to grow.

Water retention: the mulch material reduces water evaporation; the soil stays moist longer.

Humus buildup: The mulch material is decomposed and converted into humus.

Intensification of soil life: The mulch material serves as a food and habitat for soil organisms.
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COMPOSTING

The aim of composting is to obtain humus from suitable plant and animal waste.As

microorganisms break down the organic feedstock, heat is generated, which in turn can

promote microbiological activity.

For the process of composting to be efficient, the compost pile should be at least one cubic

meter in size. If you have less space, worm compost is an alternative.

Composting is ecologically and economically valuable: on the one hand you gain valuable

humus, and on the other hand the organic waste is recycled where it is produced.
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HOW TO MAKE A COMPOST

What can go on the compost?

Manure from stable and domestic animals

Kitchen waste (e.g. fruit and vegetable scraps, coffee grounds, eggshells)

Garden waste (e.g. leaves, hedge, lawn and shrub cuttings, wild herbs)

Wood ash (max. 3%)

What better not to put on it?

Street sweepings

Vacuum cleaner bag

Glass, metals, plastics, textiles

Meat or fish scraps; untreated foodstuffs
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HOW TO MAKE A COMPOST

Things to consider

• The compost should be well aerated. For this purpose, it is helpful if small materials are mixed with

large ones - that is, it is best to process structurally weak material such as lettuce or lawn clippings

with shrub cuttings.

• In addition, the moisture level in the compost pile should be right. Very wet material needs to be

mixed with dry. In summer, when it is dry for a longer period of time, cover the compost. Water may

need to be added.

• If there is a lot of kitchen waste, some fresh humus topsoil can be mixed in.

• If there is a lot of grass cuttings, they should be dried beforehand (leave them to dry before raking).

• Wood residues and coarse shrub cuttings should be shredded and chopped up beforehand. The

fibrous structure improves the attack possibilities for the microorganisms.

• The entire compost should be turned at least twice a year. This ensures good mixing and aeration.
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WATER IN PERMACULTURE SYSTEMS
Water is essential for life. Without water, neither animals, plants nor humans can live. Well-designed water management

is a key element in making your permaculture system work.

This is important in water management of your permaculture plot:

Hold and store water: To keep water on your permaculture site for as long as possible, channel it over long distances.

You can store water in the ground, in soakaways, ponds, rain barrels, and water tanks. Swales or mounds (long earthen

mounds) capture surface water runoff and help it absorb into the soil. How much water your soil can store depends on its

structure.

Use water in many ways: You can use water for many elements and functions in your system. For example, water can

warm the environment of a pond: On the one hand, this occurs during the day through the strong reflection of solar

radiation, and on the other hand, through the slow release of heat from the warmed water during the night or on cold

days. Besides providing water for animals and plants, you can also use water to store and generate energy.

Protect the soil from drying out and erosion: for example, plan mixed crops, mulch your soil, use keyline design (use

natural water flow in the garden) and agroforestry systems (trees and crops, meadows or pastures are combined in a

way that is beneficial for agriculture, nature and climate alike).
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Video

ADDITIONAL MATERIAL

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dsfJRwZXaVk
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Thank you!
Do you have any questions?

https://permaveterasmusproject.eu

permavetproject@gmail.com

https://www.facebook.com/PermaVET
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